
Good and Bad Postures for Your Back 

1. When Sitting 

2. When Cleaning 

⇒ Good Posture 

⇒ Bad Posture 

⇒ Good Posture ⇒ Bad Posture 

 If the chair is so high that your feet don’t touch the ground, 
  your back gets far away from the back of a chair and it is bad for spine. 
 In a case of the chair doesn’t support  the spine curvature, it is better  
  to put a cushion behind your back. 
 A chair with a bit of cushion is better than a hard chair. 
 If you put a prop under your feet just like the picture,  
  it gives less pressure on your back  

 Sitting  on the edge  
of a chair. 

 Sitting while your back 
 leaning forward. 

 Sitting on a stool. 
 

 When vacuum cleaning 
or mopping the floor, 
use long stick mop so 
that you won’t be 
bending your back.  

 Avoid bending your 
back. 
 Aligning your feet in 
line gives more 
pressure on your back. 

 Good exercise for back: walking, swimming, mountain climbing,       
cycling, light aerobic, skiing, yoga 
 Low-risk exercise for back: Taekwondo, Judo, Hapkido, Tennis 
 Mid-risk exercise for back: Horseback-riding, badminton, volleyball, 
baseball, basketball, soccer 
 High-risk exercise for back: Jogging, golf, bowling, ballet, wind-
                surfing, yocht 
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3. When Carrying a Stuff or Holding a Baby 

Good and Bad Postures for Your Back 

⇒ Bad Posture 

⇒ Good Posture 

 Kneel down and hold a baby as if you bring the baby into your chest  
  and bring her or him up. 
 When carrying a heavy stuff, it is not a right posture to stretch 
  your arms while bending your body. 
 
 

 It is good to carry  
  stuff or a bag on 
  your back. (ex.   
backpack) 
 When holding stuff  
  with hands, it is good  
to hold them divided to 
  both hands and 
  balanced. 

When holding light     
stuff,  bring one leg   
front and knee down 
and bring it up. 
 

I f you hold stuff to 
only one side heavily,  
your back will be bent. 
 

 Even though it is a 
light stuff, carrying it 
only by the power of 
your back is dangerous. 
 

 It is better to carry a 
baby on the back than 
to hug a baby. 
 
 

 When lifting stuff or 
picking up a baby, you 
should never stretch 
your arms from your 
body. 
 

   The answer is a posture of back maintaining its normal curvature. The part where you 
put your belt should go forward a bit, hip should go backward; in short, it is a posture 
that is a bit curved. For normal curvature, if you have sit for too long you should 
straighten your back, and if you get to stand for long, you should bend your body 
forward or sit. This is why you feel nice after fixing the posture.  

       「A vertebral disc」p.29  Author Dr. Sang-Ho Lee 

■What is a good posture for back? 



Good and Bad Postures for Your Back 

4. When Working in the Kitchen 

5. When Driving 

⇒ Bad Posture 

⇒ Bad Posture 

⇒ Good Posture 

⇒ Good Posture 

 When standing for too long, 
it is good to change your 
feet’s location occasionally. 
 
 
 

Having a foothold under 
 your feet will give you  
less pressure to your back. 

 Having a foothold under 
 your feet will give you  
less pressure to your back. 

 When working in the kitchen, 
if you bend your back for too 
long, it becomes a cause to pain. 

 If you put your back and hip attached to a chair, it is 
burden-less for your back  
 In case you drive for long time, you should stop at one or 
two hours and come out of a car to stretch your body. 

 A posture of back 
bent and head 
forward 

 A posture of your 
hip and back far from 
the chair back. 

■It is Necessary to Know What Posture is the Most Dangerous. 

   The most dangerous posture is bending forward while the back is twisted. You 
should not turn your body while sitting to pick up something, but should stand up and 
pick it up as you face it. You should not only bend your back. It is good to pick 
something up by lowering your knee or putting your one leg to the front. 
                          「A vertebral disc」p.29  Author Dr. Sang-Ho Lee 



Good and Bad Postures for Your Back 

6. When Sleeping 

⇒ Bad Posture and Bad Mattress 

⇒ Good Posture and Good Mattress 

 Lying flat is good for your back. It is good to sleep by using a pillow of appropriate high (5-
10˚) and put a cushion under your knee.  
 Put a cushion under your leg and use a pillow that makes your head, neck and body straight. 

 In a case of sleeping on the mattress above 
the flat and hard ground.  

 Lying while facing the ground makes your 
neck twisted so it is bad for your back. 

 In a case of sleeping on too hard ground.  In a case of sleeping on too soft ground. 

Memo 


